Press release - English
On Saturday 6 April and Sunday 7 April 2019 one of the oldest and biggest Tattoo
Conventions of the Benelux will take place at Antwerp harbor (Belgium). The current 20th
edition of the Antwerp International Tattoo Convention will be, similar to previous
conventions, held at the Hangar 29 – Waagnatie (Rijnkaai 150 Antwerp) facility.
Recent years of the conventions show a growing number of visitors and participants what
possible has to be seen in the philosophy of this event. The Antwerp Tattoo Convention tries
to be as approachable as possible for all kind of tattoo enthusiasts. The convention stands
out with a variety of musical and visual entertainment that appeals to a wide range of public
and brings a family friendly atmosphere. Every year the conventions tries to bring new artists
on stage. Many of the artists, traders and craftsman the convention welcomes each year
started their career at Antwerp’s convention.
The 20th edition of the Antwerp Tattoo Conventions shows a down to earth principle to the
Tattoo and Piercing scene of the region. No radical changes to lure the public with hypes or
temporary attention. The steady course made the convention grow over the last years. The
every year growing number of national and international artist, from all parts of Europe to
South America and beyond, participation in the convention give a international allure to the
convention what attracts a wide range of branch related traders to the Antwerp Convention.
Despite of the economic crisis in Europe the conventions tries to costs low and is able to
facilitate a family friendly event from enthusiasts for enthusiasts that is available to wide
public, now and the years to come.
Visit our website www.diamondcitycrew.be for more and latest info.
Best regards,
Diamond City Crew II – Antwerp Belgium

